Courageous

Leadership of self & teams

We all know that leadership is important, but
how do we develop the courage to lead with
vulnerability and empathy?

As a leader, you want to provide the best
possible experience for your team. You want
them to be engaged and inspired. But this can
hard to achieve when it feels like your own
confidence is being tested on a daily basis.
Hacia understands this feeling all to well as she
had to discover her inner courage and a strong
sense of self leadership after surviving a horse
accident that left her wondering if she would
ever walk again.
In this workshop Hacia draws upon her
personal experiences of courageously leading
herself out of trauma and combines this with
positive psychology theory to teach her
innovative ideology on Courageous Leadership
of self and teams.
She shares her persona lessons learned about
self-leadership in this inspiring workshop
where participants will learn tools they can use
to build their internal strength and develop an
attitude of courageous leadership towards
themselves and their teams.

We must master self-leadership before
we can truely lead others
- Hacia Atherton

Workshop

Client Review

Benefits

How to ignite your inner courage
Understand your strengths
Strategies to supercharge motivation

The 3 key elements to Hacia's
Courageous Leadership

Establish a success mindset
EMPATHY
This is the hear of deep connection with
ourselves and others. If we are not
communicating with empathy we are not
communcating effectively

CURIOSITY
Allows us to explore the world outside
our comfort zone and leads us towards
personal and professional growth

VULNERABILTY
When we lead with vulnerablity we
create a psychologically safe space for
others

Cate Hanson

For a long time I had succeeded in convincing
myself that I am not good enough, I am not
beautiful enough, I don’t have enough skills to
be the person I want to be and contribute to
the lives of people through the things that I am
mostly passionate about. Fear of judgement
had taken over me and I was always overly
critical of myself in the things that I did without
much confidence. Hacia helped me unpack all
of that in the safest of spaces that she
beautifully curated in her coaching sessions
with me and I couldn’t be more thankful.
Hacia gave me the confidence to rediscover
myself, accept and admire who I am and show
up everyday for that person. Because of
Hacia’s expertise as a coach, I am now working
towards a talk show that I had put off due to
self-limiting beliefs. Thank you Hacia!

ABOUT HACIA

As an entrepreneurial trail-blazer in
courageous leadership, Hacia Atherton
CPA is dedicated to transforming
corporate management to embody
vulnerability, compassion and empathy
as part of the new architype for dynamic
industry leaders. She has been
recognised by the Disruptor's Magazine
as one of theTop 30 Inspiring Women
To Look Out For In 2022
Passionate about Positive Psychology,
she empowers leaders to expand their
remarkable potential, while creating
psychologically safe and thriving
workplaces for all.
As the CEO & Founding Director of
Empowered Women in Trades, she’s
revolutionizing how trade-based
industries in Australia attract, support
and retain females within careers in
skilled trades. Her work has led to The
NYC Journal recognising Hacia as one of
the Top 30 Women Disruptors To Look
Out For In 2021
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Hacia’s transformational ideology was
developed after she sustained crushing
injuries in a life-threatening equestrian
accident. Being told she may never walk
again in any meaningful way, she
realized that success is a relative
concept, which must constantly be
redefined, and that advancement in life
is primarily based on one’s ability to
implement incremental goals, which,
when achieved, aggregate into forwardpropelling milestones.

